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Executive Summary

Las Vegas is an emerging colocation market 
that has drawn increased attention in recent 
years as a desirable destination for backup 
and disaster recovery workloads.

This is driven by the area’s unique geography 
and climate characteristics, affordable power 
and property costs, along with proximity to 
important technology markets like San Fran-
cisco and Los Angeles. 

The Las Vegas market is growing at a steady 
rate and utilization is accelerating, though at 
different rates when measured from a space 
and power perspective. 

Growth is primarily driven by three demo-
graphics:  

1. local enterprises moving to colocation –  
albeit at a relatively moderate pace 

2. enterprises from outside Las Vegas 
looking for a secondary or disaster 
recovery locations – often piggybacking 
with an existing provider 

3. hosting and cloud infrastructure pro-
viders drawn to the lower costs and 
environment conducive to operating 
stability and uptime

The growth potential and upside in the 
market has drawn a number of new en-
trants into the market – both through M&A 
and greenfield builds – and will tighten up 
competition in a market that remains very 
top-heavy.
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Key Takeaways & Trends
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The Las Vegas colocation market is worth $XXm 
and is projected to grow at a rate of XX% y/y in 
2015. 

The Las Vegas colocation market has high levels 
of utilization – from both a space and power 
perspective.

Utilization of available inventory is XX% from a 
space perspective and XX% from a power per-
spective.

Las Vegas has various attributes that make it 
attractive for colocation and particularly 
effective as a disaster recovery option.

Cloud and hosting providers are moving to Las 
Vegas in growing numbers.

Switch is a significant leader in the Las Vegas 
market. This is a relatively young market with 
some notable new entrants. 
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Las Vegas Colocation: Metric Takeaways

XX%
UTILIZATION XX SQ FT

TOTAL
XX SQ FT
UTILIZED

DATA CENTRE CAPACITY

XX%
UTILIZATION XX RACKS

TOTAL
XX RACKS
UTILIZED

RACK CAPACITY

XX%
UTILIZATION XX MW

TOTAL
XX MW

UTILIZED

CRITICAL LOAD  CAPACITY

$XXM
COLOCATION REVENUE

GENERATED IN 2014

$XX
AVERAGE REVENUE
GENERATED PER RACK

$XX-$XX
PRICE RANGE PER MONTH

X-X¢
PRICE OF POWER PER kWh

X kW/rack
AVG POWER DENSITY XX% CAGR

PROJECTED GROWTH, 2014-2016

XX watts
/sq ft

AVG FLOOR

DENSITY
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Definitions

Rack sqft: Square feet dedicated for the deployment of racks/cabi-
nets in a data centre. Often referred to as ‘white space’, ‘raised floor’ 
or ‘technical space’.

Net rack sqft: The total square footage dedicated for the deploy-
ment of revenue-generating racks/cabinets when a data centre facility 
is fully built out.

Gross sqft: Total floor area of the data centre facility, including lob-
bies, walkways, network operations centre (NOC), power generators, 
UPS, cooling/chiller plants, meet-me-rooms, customer support areas, 
undeveloped shell capacity and floor space dedicated for the deploy-
ment of IT racks or cabinets.

Cabinet or rack: A closed structure deployed on the data centre 
floor that houses servers. A rack is typically made of metal with rails, 
grounding studs and interior shelving.  

Cage: An enclosure that subdivides colocation space within a data 
centre using mesh walls, an entry door and security panels. A cage 
environment typically houses between 5-50 cabinets.

Critical load: The usable electrical capacity at the data centre floor 
available to power servers housed within racks or cabinets. Does not 
include any ancillary load for cooling, lighting, common areas or other 
equipment. Often referred to as ‘critical power’ or ‘critical IT load’.

kWh: Electric power is sold in units called kilowatt hours - 1 kWh is 
the amount of energy delivered in one hour at a power level of 1000 
watts.

PUE: The abbreviation for Power Usage Effectiveness. PUE is the ratio 
of the total power capacity entering the data centre facility to the total 
amount of power capacity available to be drawn by the data centre’s 
IT equipment.
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Colocation 

Colocation is the supply of data centre capacity 
for organizations that need a place off-site to 
house or ‘colocate’ servers, storage and net-
working gear they own and manage. The basic 
building blocks of colocation are space, power, 
cooling and Internet connectivity. Internet access 
runs into data centre facilities over optical fibre 
and is made available to customers as part of a 
service contract. The degree of network density in 
a facility is a defining characteristic of colocation. 
Data centres that serve multiple providers are 
carrier-neutral. Data centres that are home to a 
single carrier are carrier-specific.
     
In the colocation model, the customer has access 
to a designated area within a facility – either a 
rack or cage that houses multiple racks (cages go 
anywhere from 500-5k sqft) – where they install 
gear they own and purchased. The colocation 
provider does not touch or supply the gear. 

It focuses on maintaining the integrity and 
security of the entire physical infrastructure, 
delivering and managing power and cooling 
capacity and ensuring network availability. 

Many customers are not actually present at the 
facility a great deal of the time and rely on remote 
management. Many colocation providers offer 
remote management and monitoring services. 
Some providers lease gear to customers.

Colocation comes in two distinct flavours: retail 
and wholesale. In retail colocation the data centre 
facility is shared between multiple tenants. 

They can consume anything from a single rack, to 
a private cage with dozens of racks, to an entire 
pod (loosely defined as a substantial part of a 
data centre: 5-10k sqft or around 500kW to 1MW 
of power). In wholesale colocation a facility is 
leased to a single or small number of clients that 
commit to substantial-sized footprints. 

A rough dividing line between retail and whole-
sale colocation is 1MW though that is starting to 
come down.
     
Colocation requires a 2-3 year contract with 
wholesale deals having leases of anywhere from 
5-15 years. Billing is often by the rack or sqft 
though power is increasingly the prevailing metric 
used (and should be). Even when quoted in terms 
of space, power is the most important variable 
when determining price. Metered power is be-
coming more common.
     
Colocation is a good fit for organizations that 
want to maintain control over the procurement, 
maintenance and management of IT assets, and 
have specialized needs and requirements only 
they can (or prefer to) handle.
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Colocation

Challenges     
Colocation can be difficult to procure outside 
major city centres. Power cost and availability is 
always an issue and varies from region to region. 
Moving from colocation is an arduous task.
     
Users 
• Hosters 
• MSPs 
• Telecommunications carriers
• Mid-sized enterprises
• Enterprises 
• Large-scale Internet content providers 
• Financial institutions 
• Government agencies
• IT outsourcers 
• Network, mobile operators    

  
Use cases 
• Outsourced data centre 
• Disaster recovery and business continuity 

Value proposition 
Colocation is a compelling option for organiza-
tions looking to avoid the capital expenditure 
outlay required to build and maintain data 
centres and turn it into an operating expense. 

Using colocation gives organizations access to 
premium-grade facilities at a fixed and 
predictable cost. They avoid the expense and 
resources required to maintain and refresh 
data centre equipment and the facility itself, 
while saving on staffing costs. 

Like servers, facilities have a shelf life. A coloca-
tion customer lets the provider evaluate, test and 
procure new technology and equipment and

deliver attractive cost through volume purchasing 
capabilities.

Colocation also enables organizations to plan 
more judiciously by leasing just the space and 
power they need and growing incrementally. 
There is much less risk of over-building capacity.

Business Case
Colocation is an extremely sticky business and 
churn rates are low. Once a data centre reaches 
full capacity it likely stays that way for a long time. 
The key to growth in colocation is time to market. 

How fast can a provider build a facility and make 
inventory available determines how quickly it can 
add revenue. Given the inherent stability of the 
colocation business and the general lack of add-
on services to drive ARPU, colocation tends to 
display moderate and incremental growth rates. 

There is a considerable capital expenditure outlay 
required before return on investment is realized. 
However, profitability can be reached fairly 
quickly once customers are installed in a facility. 

Profitability is also relatively easy to maintain due 
to the predictability of the cost structure and 
the fact customers tend to manage themselves. 
There is little need for high-touch managed 
services and support. 

This maintains steady profitability but on the flip 
side minimizes the upside. Colocation is a scale 
business with volume purchasing of equipment 
and utility power driving through to the 
bottom line. 
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Methodology

Structure Research calculates data centre 
capacity as the currently built out square footage 
dedicated and available for the deployment of 
revenue-generating colocation racks or cabinets.
 
This measurement of data centre capacity does 
not include square footage for:

• UPS, diesel and backup power generators
• Cooling plants, chillers
• Network connectivity rooms or meet-me-rooms 

(MMR)
• Lobby areas, walkways, network-operations  

centre (NOC)
• Customer office space and support areas
• Servers dedicated to internal infrastructure 

management

Based on these parameters, our utilization rate 
is the percentage of rack capacity currently being 
utilized in relation to the amount of currently 
built out rack capacity. Data centres that build out 
their capacity in phases have been accounted for 
accordingly. Rack capacity for phases currently 
not built out have been left out of the calculation 
for current rack sqft capacity and will instead be 
listed in our pipeline tracking and calculations.

Double counting - capacity: we avoid double 
counting from a capacity standpoint to give a true 
representation of the aggregate data centre ca-
pacity in each market in terms of square footage, 
power and number of racks. 

An instance where this would apply – cases 
where a wholesale colocation provider leases out 
capacity to a retail colocation provider. 
That capacity would only be counted once.

Double counting – revenue: alternatively, 
when analyzing the total market size of 
revenue-generating capacity, the double counting 
of revenue becomes essential to provide a true 
representation of the aggregate revenue 
generated by the occupied capacity. 

In the above example, the revenue – generated 
by the wholesale provider and the retail
colocation provider – would both be counted.

Rack sqft vs. Rack capacity: There are minor 
variances between the conversion from rack 
sqft to rack capacity due to the unique way each 
facility is built out or in the way customer deploy-
ments are laid out. Populating a data centre floor 
with racks often becomes like a game of Tetris, 
with each provider looking to maximize
the amount of racks they can fit into a 
designated space. 

As such, Structure Research provides both rack 
sqft and rack capacity data to show the 
meaningful nuances between each metric for
a particular market.

The square footage per rack generally 
falls within the range of 25-40 sqft/rack.

Capacity Market Sizing: Data Centre Supply
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Methodology

Our colocation market size number can be 
thought of as the total revenue generated from 
deploying a colocation footprint. This entails 
revenue generated from space, power, network 
connectivity, installation, consulting and other 
value-added services. 

A more detailed breakdown of what is included in 
our colocation revenue market size includes:

• Rental for square footage or rack capacity
• Cost of power
• Network services: bandwidth, IP transit, cross 

connects (interconnection)
• Remote hands services
• Data Centre Infrastructure Management (DCIM)            

services - in most cases this involves a basic                            
level of capacity usage monitoring

• Cabinet installation, service fees

What is not included in our 
colocation revenue market size:

• Managed hosting revenue
• Cloud infrastructure revenue

Forecasting and Market Projections

Structure Research chooses to project data 
centre supply, utilization and market size two 
years ahead of the current year. 

Attempting to forecast these metrics more than 
three years can be challenging due to the lack of

visibility into the pipeline of new data centre 
builds and expansions, possible changes in end 
user demand and other industry and macroeco-
nomic factors.

In short, there are too many possible mitigating 
factors that make industry standard five-year 
projections meaningless. 

Structure Research projects space, rack and 
power capacity along with utilization and revenue 
generation on a per-data centre basis and then 
aggregates these calculations together.

Structure Research projections are built on the 
basis of empirical data and trend analysis. There 
is no guesswork or projecting on the basis of 
‘where the market should be’. 

Data Integrity

Structure Research gathers its market data from 
public disclosures, management briefings and 
direct feedback during on-site visits and facility 
tours.

Estimates are based on industry averages de-
rived from extrapolations of key data points and 
making comparisons with similar companies in a 
peer group.

Structure Research data centre supply metrics 
are entirely empirical. There is no inflationary 
impact from guesswork, theoretical projections or 
speculation.

Revenue Market Sizing: Market Value
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